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1973, the race was switched to Cologne in

2001. There, in 2002, Mrs Joan Keaney’s

Yavana’s Pace won the race for Mark,

becoming at that time the oldest horse to

have won a Group 1 race. In 2012, the

race was moved to Munich racecourse and

given its current name.

Favourite for this year’s renewal of the

race was Roger Varian’s Defoe, while last

year’s second, the multiple Group winner

Iquitos, was also in the field.  

Campaign

Dee Ex Bee acquitted himself well in

the race under Franny Norton, and having

looked slightly outpaced with around three

furlongs to race as Windstoss set the pace,

he kept on well to finish third. Defoe

briefly led, but had no answer to the finish

of Iquitos, who returned to his best form

after a slightly disappointing campaign.

The following day, in Kentucky,

Middleham Park Racing’s Marie’s

Diamond became the first of the yard’s

Four of the Kingsley Park string
headed for foreign fields last
month. JOHN SCANLON tells here
how they did the yard proud.

Internatio

ITH the domestic

Flat season set to be

restricted to the all-

weather tracks, Johnston Racing

switched its focus to the

international scene at the beginning

of November. In the space of just

four days, Kingsley Park had

runners racing at the top level in

Germany, the United States and in

Italy.

First into action was Sheikh

Hamdan bin Mohammed’s Dee

Ex Bee. The son of Farhh,

having his first run since

finishing fourth in the St Leger

at Doncaster, took on six rivals

in the Group 1 Grosser Preis

von Bayern at Munich on

November 1, stepping back

down in trip to 2,400 metres (a

mile and a half).

This race, established in 1957,

was originally called the Aral

Pokal. Elevated to Group 1 status in

W

Masham Star
wins under

Joe Fanning

Middleham Park Racing’s Marie’s Diamond Franny Norton and Dee Ex Bee
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horses to contest a Breeders’ Cup race

since Fruits of Love ran in the Breeders’

Cup Turf in 2000. 

The son of Footstepsinthesand, recently

nominated in the Two-Year-Old Colt

category of the prestigious Cartier Racing

Awards, travelled to Churchill Downs to

contest the $1m Grade 1 Breeders’ Cup

Juvenile Turf.

With Gun Runner’s jockey, the 32-year-

old French born Florent Geroux, booked,

connections were hopeful of a big run

from the Anglesey Stakes winner, but

those hopes received a double blow when

the weather worsened and the colt was

drawn in post position 13 of 14. With the

first four drawn in stalls 5-2-7-1, Marie’s

Diamond could not get competitive and

finished 11th of 14.

However, many members of the MPR

syndicate travelled to Louisville for the

race and

thoroughly

enjoyed the

whole

experience. 

Rome’s

Capannelle

racecourse played host to a valuable

meeting on November 4, and this was

targeted by Mark and owners 3

Batterhams and a Reay with Masham Star

and Nyaleti.

Masham Star made it a special day by

landing his first Group win. The four-year-

old Lawman gelding landed the Group 3

Premio Ribot Memorial Loreto Luciani by

four and a half lengths from the three-

year-old Villabate.

Joe Fanning sent Masham Star to the

head of affairs in this mile event three

furlongs from home, and, making light of

the heavy ground, Masham Star readily

quickened clear of his 10 rivals to score

comfortably.

The race commemorates the crack

Italian horse, Ribot, winner of the Prix de

l’Arc de Triomphe in both 1955 and 1956.

The far-travelled Nyaleti, fresh from

her third place in Keeneland’s Queen

Elizabeth II Cup in October, was sent to

Rome to contest Italy’s sole remaining

Group 1 race, the Premio Lydia Tesio. The

race is named after the widow of the great

Italian breeder, Federico Tesio, and its

purse this year was boosted by an injection

of funds from the Italian Ministry of

Agriculture in an attempt to attract

Europe’s top fillies.

HE three-year-old Arch filly was

trying a mile and a quarter for the

first time and put up a huge effort

under Joe Fanning. Hitting the front a

furlong and a half from home, Nyaleti

appeared to have got the better of a

protracted battle with God Given and

Snowy Winter, only for God Given to

produce a final surge close home to deny

Nyaleti by a neck.

Chris Batterham

and his fellow

owners have every

reason to be proud of

the runs produced by

these two brave

horses.

ABOVE: Groom Gianni Massala with Masham Star and
winning owners Rob Batterham and fiancée Tash (left),
and Chris and Rosie Batterham with daughter Jen Reay
RIGHT: Nyaleti with Yard Manager Hayley Kelly

Making light of heavy ground,
Masham Star quickened clear to

score comfortably
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